Patient Centricity

THE CHALLENGE
A large multinational pharmaceutical company realized they were losing
credibility with patients and losing ground on their cutting edge
reputation for focusing first and foremost on health. There were many
ideas within the organization on how to refocus clinical trials and
demonstrate a stronger commitment to patients, but after 18 months
with no tangible results they needed someone to quickly organize the
many projects which had been discussed and help them figure out which
ideas made sense to invest in, then quickly transition to execution.

HOW PHARMICA HELPED
Pharmica met with the client to quickly digest and organize the ideas
and categorize them. Pharmica developed a portfolio taxonomy,
breaking out opportunities into non-clinical and clinical collections, and
then further segmenting pre-trial, during, and post-trial ideas. Pharmica
organized each individual opportunity into a common format, capturing
costs, value, description, implementation timeframe, success criteria,
and other attribute data for each opportunity. Pharmica then facilitated
scenario analysis among executive stakeholders to understand the
impact of various portfolio funding levels and the expected outcomes as
well as risks for each proposal.

LASTING RESULTS & RELATIONSHIPS
In less than ten weeks, the client went from chaos to funding decisions all
stakeholders could rally around. The client moved quickly into execution mode
with one eye on quick wins and the other on strategic leadership.
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Patient Centricity has
become the priority of
clinical research groups in
the past year. However,
most organizations can’t
agree on a definition, let
alone pair a business
case with the moral
imperative for patients.
Pharmica understands
customer focused design,
clinical trials, and
portfolio selection — the
three legged stool of
patient centricity. If your
organization is ready to
move past meetings,
indecision, and churn,
Pharmica can bring clarity
and relief so you can help
patients Get Better.

